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Abstract

This paper presents the fracture toughness of sodium aluminosilicate hydrate (N-A-S-H) gel formed through alkaline activation of fly ash. While the fracture toughness of N-A-S-H is obtained experimentally from nanoindentation experiment implementing the principle of conservation of energy, the numerical investigation is performed via reactive force field molecular dynamics. A statistically significant number of indentations are performed on geopolymer paste yielding frequency distribution of Young’s modulus. Four distinct peaks are observed in the frequency distribution plot from which the peak corresponding to N-A-S-H was separated using statistical deconvolution technique. The young’s modulus of N-A-S-H, thus obtained from statistical deconvolution shows excellent match with the values reported in the literature, thus confirming successful identification of indentations corresponding to N-A-S-H. From the load-penetration depth responses of N-A-S-H, fracture toughness was obtained following the principle of conservation of energy. The experimental fracture toughness shows good correlation with the simulated fracture toughness of N-A-S-H, obtained from reactive force field molecular dynamics. The fracture toughness of N-A-S-H presented in this paper paves the way for multiscale simulation-based design of tougher geopolymer binders.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Geopolymer binders have been extensively investigated by the research community in the last few decades [1–4] for its improved sustainability credentials when compared with ordinary portland cement (OPC). In the geopolymers, the raw materials such as slag, fly ash, Metakaolin or clay are activated by strong alkaline solutions in order to synthesize a poorly crystallized inorganic gel binder [5]. While supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) have been used as partial replacement of OPC to boost the sustainable credential of the binder [6–9], the geopolymer binders are completely cement-free. In the case of alkali-activated fly ash, owing to the polymerization and poly-condensation effects, sodium aluminosilicate hydrate gel (N-A-S-H) [10–12] is formed which is analogous to calcium silicate hydrate gel (C-S-H) [13,14] in hardened cement paste and calcium aluminosilicate hydrate (C-A-S-H) gel [13,15] in alkali-activated slag (AAS) geopolymer pastes. However, C-S-H, C-A-S-H and N-A-S-H are distinct from each other in their morphology and behavior. The N-A-S-H gel in fly ash-based geopolymer works as the matrix and serves to bind the undissolved inclusions resulting from the remaining raw materials which also contributes to the strength development in the geopolymer concrete [16]. In addition to the significant environmental benefits [17], geopolymers have been shown to offer excellent performance in a chemically aggressive environment [18], fire events [17], creep [19]. Pore- and micro-structural characteristics of geopolymers have been studied using techniques such as mercury intrusion porosimetry and synchrotron X-ray tomography [20]. The structural characterization of N-A-S-H gel at atomic and nanoscales has been carried out by spectroscopic techniques such as Infrared (IR) [21] and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)[22–24] and other experimental techniques like X-ray diffraction (XRD) [25,26], differential thermal analysis (DTA) [27], scanning electron microscopy (SEM) etc. [5,17,28,29].

However, despite the large array of sustainability-related benefits as well as significant research on geopolymers over the previous three decades, these alternative materials are still not adopted widely in the construction industry. One of the major reasons for this is the lack of reliable performance standards which requires evaluation of the link between the material structure at different length scales and engineering performance prediction. As such, it is necessary to develop tools for optimized material design through multiscale numerical simulation. Such simulations would require intrinsic mechanical properties (such as Young’s modulus and fracture toughness) of the primary binding phase (i.e. N-A-S-H) as input. While a few recent studies have evaluated Young’s modulus of the gel (N-A-S-H) using statistical nanoindentation technique[30–36], fracture toughness of N-A-S-H is not readily available in the literature so far to the best of our knowledge due to highly heterogenous nature of geopolymer binder. This paper makes a significant stride toward that direction by evaluating fracture toughness of N-A-S-H, for the first
time, using nanoindentation experiments as well as molecular dynamics simulation. Thus, this study can serve as a starting point toward multiscale numerical simulation-based material design of geopolymers for enhanced fracture performance.

The N-A-S-H gel is synthesized through sodium hydroxide (NaOH)-activation of fly-ash. While various macroscopic experimental methods for fracture response of quasi-brittle materials using different specimen configurations such as semi-circular bending specimen[37–44], and edge notched disc bend specimen [45–47], three point bending beam specimen [6,9,48,49], cylindrical specimen (to obtain the mode III fracture toughness) [7,8] etc. are evaluated following contact-based methods (clip gauge controlled close-loop experiments) as well as non-contact digital image correlation (DIC) method [48–54], such experimental techniques are not capable of evaluating fracture response of a specific intrinsic phase (such as N-A-S-H) in a highly heterogenous composite (such as geopolymer paste) containing multiple distinct phases distributed randomly in the microstructure. As such, indentation-based techniques can be adopted to evaluate such responses. Micro-indentation and nano-indentation have been used to obtain fracture toughness of various materials such as epoxy coatings [55], quasi-brittle materials [56–59], thin oxide coatings [58,60], shale rocks [61–63] etc. The fracture characterization of thin films has been demonstrated earlier (see Ref.[64]) using nanoindentation techniques. A micro-indentation study demonstrated radial cracks around indenter with lengths around 100 microns (brought about by Vickers micro-indententer when loaded to 1 kg) [64]. However such method suffers from limitations due to the fact that the direction of crack propagation may not be radial [65]. Another approach was proposed by Chen and Bull [66], where the fracture toughness of thin ceramic coating film is computed based on an energetic approach. Along this line, this paper evaluates the fracture toughness of N-A-S-H gel from nanoindentation experiment implementing the principle of conservation of energy. A similar approach has been successfully applied to assess the fracture toughness in the cement paste using nanoindentation [67–69] and micro-indentation[70]. Since no other direct experimental data on fracture toughness of N-A-S-H is available for evaluation of the efficiency of the energy-based approach, the results are compared with fracture toughness of N-A-S-H gel obtained using reactive force field molecular dynamics (MD). Such fundamental scientific evaluation of fracture toughness of N-A-S-H and its comparison with nanoindentation-based experimental approach is expected to provide valuable insights on the ability of such approaches to obtain realistic fracture toughness of N-A-S-H.

The N-A-S-H structure at the molecular level has been recently studied using MD simulation [10,71–77]. In this study, the molecular structure of N-A-S-H gel is developed by hydrating the sodium aluminosilicate
(N-A-S) glass structure using Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) method [78]. The inter-atomic interactions are modeled using a reactive force field (ReaxFF) [79], which is parametrized for elements such as Na, Al, Si, O, and H [75]. The experimental nanoindentation-based fracture toughness of N-A-S-H is compared with predicted fracture toughness from MD simulation for fundamental insights and to gain confidence on the reported fracture toughness value which is otherwise very difficult to obtain.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

2.1. Materials and mixture proportions

In this study Fly ash (class F type) is used which conforms to ASTM C618 specifications [80] and it contains (mass %) oxides of Si (58.4%), Al (23.8%), Ca (7.32%), Fe (4.19%), Mg (1.11%), Na (1.43%) and K (1.02%). The particle size distribution of fly ash shown in Figure 1 is obtained by laser diffraction method (using parameters: refractive index: 1.45, 0.01i; rotation Speed: 30 Rev/min; elevation Speed: 20 mm/s and pressure: 0.3 MPa). For sample preparation, an 8 M NaOH solution is used as an alkaline activator to activate the fly-ash. The primary reaction product formed is N-A-S-H gel, which has also been affirmed in the previous work [4,16,17,19].

![Figure 1: Particle size distribution of fly ash](image)

The preparation of the sample involved mixing of fly ash (precursor) with an activator solution such that a liquid-to-powder ratio equal of 0.4 by mass is achieved. The liquid-to-powder ratio is selected based on the previous work, which has also shown to yield good workability [20,81]. The process involves continuous addition and mixing of the activator to the fly ash for 4 minutes in a mixer. The resulting mixtures were molded in 50 mm cubes (for compressive strength evaluation). Samples were also cast in cylindrical molds of size 25 mm diameter and 50 mm length. The molds were then vibrated for 1 min and sealed. The samples were demolded after 24 hours and were subjected to heat curing at 75°C for 48 hours.
in the laboratory oven. After heat curing, the samples were kept in ambient condition for two hours to cool down before performing experiments. No moisture-curing was performed during the sample preparation.

2.2 Compressive strength experiments and mercury intrusion porosimetry

The compressive strengths of cube samples were obtained using Humboldt Compressive machine following ASTM C 109 [82]. Mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) was adopted to evaluate the pore characteristics of the fly ash-based geopolymer paste. The MIP experiments were performed using PoreMaster GT mercury intrusion porosimeter by Quantachrome Instruments, United States. The samples for MIP experiments were carved out of the cylinders. The steps adopted for MIP experiments initiate with removal of gases. The sample holder is thereafter filled with mercury thereby raising the pressure to 345 kPa (low pressure). It was followed by high pressure mercury intrusion into the sample. The maximum pressure reached is 414 MPa. Standard properties in the Washburn equation [83–85] to obtain pore diameter include solid-liquid contact angle of 130° and a liquid surface tension of 0.485 N/m.

2.3 Nanoindentation

Prior to the nanoindentation experiment, a 4 mm cube sample was cut using a diamond saw from the core of cylindrical sample (12.5 mm radius and 50 mm length) which was produced following the process explained in section 2.1. Afterwards, a suitable combination of polishing and grinding was adopted for sample preparation. For coarse grinding, the sample is ground by abrasive discs of silicon carbide (SiC) that smoothened the deformations arising from sectioning. A smooth surface is achieved by a 0.04 µm colloidal silica polish. In between polishing stages, ultrasonic cleaning and alcohol rinsing were done to remove the debris from the sample. Such surface preparation techniques resulted in a very smooth surface for SEM and nanoindentation. The sample was left overnight and cured at room temperature. Similar sample preparation method was successfully adopted in previous studies [12,20]. The polished samples were subjected to nanoindentation experiment using a Berkovich tip equipped commercial Nanoindenter (Nano Indenter G200 by Keysight Technologies, United States). A grid size of 10 µm was chosen on a 350 µm x 350 µm area (i.e., 35 x 35 indents) which is considered representative for heterogeneous cementitious systems [25,86]. The indentation locations were judiciously selected prior to testing to avoid pores or cavities during the process. Such technique ensures indentation to take place in solid phases, and it substantially reduces the probability of spurious peaks in the modulus frequency distribution curves. The maximum penetration depth captured in this study is 500 nm. The depth of 500
nm was chosen since it is smaller than the unreacted fly ash inclusions which substantially alleviates phase-interactions [11,14]. The Nano-mechanical characterization of N-A-S-H in the heterogeneous fly ash-based geopolymer was enabled by the statistical nanoindentation technique [20,87,88].

2.4 Method to evaluate the fracture toughness of N-A-S-H from nanoindentation responses

This section explains the method to obtain fracture toughness from load-penetration depth responses utilizing the principle of conservation of energy. The adopted approach involves elastic, plastic, fracture and other negligible energies that sum up to yield the total energy of indentation, according to Equation 1 [66]:

\[ W_{tot} = W_{el} + W_{pl} + U_{fr} + U_{other} \]  \[1\]

Where \( W_{el} \) is the work done due to elastic deformation, \( W_{pl} \) is the work of pure plastic deformation, \( U_{fr} \) is the fracture energy and \( U_{other} \) is a work associated with other processes such as heat release (which is neglected here i.e. \( U_{other} \rightarrow 0 \)). The decomposition of energy is illustrated in the schematic diagram of a typical loading-unloading nanoindentation curve (solid line) as shown in Figure 2.

![Nanoindentation P-h curve (solid line) and decomposition of energies (shaded areas) after unloading](image)

Figure 2. Nanoindentation P-h curve (solid line) and decomposition of energies (shaded areas) after unloading

The total energy \( (W_{tot}) \) is defined as the sum of the area under loading curve \( (A_1 + A_2) \). Here, area \( A_1 \) (solid gray) represents combined energy from plastic and fracture portions \( (W_{pl} + U_{fr}) \) and area \( A_2 \) (square shade) represents the elastic energy part \( (W_{el}) \) from the unloading curve. Using the same concept, \( W_{el} \) can then be computed as the area under the unloading portion of the load-penetration depth curve (Figure 2); \( W_{tot} \) is given by the sum of areas under the whole curve. Having obtained \( W_{tot} \) \( (A_1 + A_2) \) and
$W_{el} (A_2)$ from the corresponding areas under the nanoindentation load-penetration depth curves as explained earlier, the plastic energy can be considered as a function of the residual to total penetration depth as proposed by Cheng et al. (2002). Thus, the plastic energy $W_{pl}$ is calculated as follows [56,66]:

$$W_{pl} = \frac{2k^2}{1+k}$$

[2]

Where $k$ is given by $\frac{h_f}{h_m}$; $h_f$ denotes the final indentation depth upon complete unloading (residual penetration depth) and $h_m$ denotes the maximum depth of penetration corresponding to maximum load.

Having computed the plastic energy, the other negligible energies are neglected, and the fracture energy can be determined from the balance of total work sans the elastic work and plastic work. Thus, the fracture energy, $U_{fr}$ can be calculated as:

$$U_{fr} = W_{tot} - W_{el} - W_{pl}$$

[3]

The fracture toughness is computed from the reduced modulus ($E_r$) as follows [56,66]:

$$K_c = \sqrt{\frac{E_r U_{fr}}{A_{fr}}}$$

[4]

where the term $A_{fr}$ denotes the total interfacial area of the picture frame cracks. Cracks form in the quasi-brittle materials as a result of sharp indentations. The fracture toughness determined from indentation relies on the choice of the indenter geometry and the type of crack formed, e.g., median, radial, half-penny, cone, or lateral cracks [89–91]. In the case of a Berkovich indenter, radial crack morphology (Palmquist) [92] is mainly observed due to the nonsymmetrical nature of an indenter. The total length of crack during indentation is given as [93]:

$$c = a + l$$

[5]

where ‘$a$’ is the half-diameter of the indented section and ‘$l$’ is the length of crack measured from the impression corner. From ‘$c$’, fracture area can be obtained as [93]: $A = \Sigma ct$; where $t$ is the average thickness of the crack. This provides opportunity to obtain fracture toughness from indentation if the crack length is known. However, capturing the extended radial cracking during indentation is challenging in highly heterogenous materials like cementitious binders where multiple phases and random small cracks/pores exist inherently. Besides, such cracks often close after withdrawal of indenter [66]. This is the reason it is extremely challenging, if not impossible, to perform an experimental study for cementitious materials, that tracks the radial cracking around the indenter during indentation process. In the light of such limitations in cementitious binders, the fracture area herein is adopted as: $A = 6at$
(three corners in Berkovich indenter and two surfaces created by each) in absence of direct visual observation of radial cracks during indentation. Here, ‘t’ is the thickness of crack (depth of penetration in this case). Besides, the length of radial cracks during indentation in quasi-brittle materials are likely to be very small and hence it is likely that these small radial cracks may not influence the fracture toughness calculation significantly. To evaluate the influence of radial cracks, numerical simulations are also performed which can be found in Section A of the Supplementary document. Furthermore, validity of such adopted approach is evaluated later in this paper by comparison of the obtained fracture toughness of phase corresponding to N-A-S-H with that obtained from experimental studies of fracture toughness of geopolymer paste and mortar since, to the best of our knowledge, direct experimental measurement of fracture toughness for N-A-S-H is not available in the literature. Besides, the scientific viability of the approach is further strengthened in this paper by obtaining fracture toughness of N-A-S-H from MD simulations as explained later in this paper. Such comparative evaluation is expected to shed light on the efficacy of the approach towards obtaining realistic fracture toughness of N-A-S-H.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Compressive strength and porosity

After heat-curing, the samples were allowed to cool down to ambient temperature. No moist curing was adopted in this study after the heat-curing procedure. The compressive strength of the cubes was determined as per ASTM C 109 [82]. The compressive strength of fly ash-based geopolymer obtained in this study is 28 ± 2.5 MPa from six replicate cube samples. The compressive strength can be further improved by varying the temperature, duration of curing and addition of sodium silicate [94]. Besides, aluminosilicate gel is more likely to continue poly-condensation even after the curing time, and this will further elevate the compressive strength [95]. However, evaluation of fracture toughness of N-A-S-H gel using nanoindentation, being the focus of the study, necessitates formation of an adequate volume of N-A-S-H rather than increasing the compressive strength. The mixture proportion and curing process followed in this paper has been shown to form significant volume of N-A-S-H gel (about 45% of the hardened paste by volume) [12,20] which is sufficient for nano-mechanical evaluation of N-A-S-H gel.

Figure 3(a) shows the variation of cumulative porosity with the pore diameter and Figure 3(b) exhibits the pore size distributions, obtained from MIP experiment. Total porosity of 35% is obtained which is in accordance with that reported in [20]. From Figure 3(b), It is evident that in the fly ash geopolymer binder, small pores with size ranging from 3.6 nm to 2 μm shows dominant contributions towards total porosity.
Presence of such sub-micron size pores prevents direct visualization of radial cracks after indentation as mentioned later in this paper.

Figure 3: (a) Cumulative porosity-pore diameter relationship and (b) pore size distribution obtained from MIP experiment

3.2 Nano-mechanical behavior of N-A-S-H

3.2.1 Evaluation of Young’s modulus and identification of N-A-S-H

In the current study, Berkovich tip is used in the nanoindenter to predict the nanomechanical behavior of N-A-S-H phase by continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) technique [96–98]. The CSM technique, unlike the traditional Oliver-Pharr methodology [99], facilitates measurements at any loading point corresponding to any depth of penetration. In the CSM technique, an imposed excitation on the penetrating indenter elicits responses in terms of displacements and phase angles which are recorded continuously. The in-phase and out-of-phase responses are simultaneously resolved to yield the contact stiffness as described in [97]. Practically, the indenter in the nanoindentation experiment is not ideally sharp. Therefore, tip geometry calibration is done by performing a series of indentations on fused silica at various depths of interest. The CSM procedure and relevant calibration process is adequately detailed in [97]. A constant Poisson’s ratio of 0.20 is used here since the effect of variation of Poisson’s ratio in the range 0.18–0.22 has been reported to be insignificant on the value of calculated Young’s modulus [88,100]. For all the indentations, averaged Young’s modulus at penetration depth ranging from 100 to 200 nm is determined to avoid surface effects. Thus, from 35 x 35 indentations, statistical distribution of Young’s modulus is obtained. The frequency distribution of Young’s modulus from all indentations (35 x 35) are shown in Figure 4(a). In Figure 4(a) four distinct peaks are observed which can be attributed to four different phases. Similar observations are reported in [20]. In the context of this paper, N-A-S-H is the
phase of interest which can be characterized as the first peak (peak corresponding to lowest Young’s modulus) in the frequency distribution plot. Statistical deconvolution [87] is performed to obtain mean and corresponding standard deviation for the first peak. The statistical deconvolution procedure is described adequately in [16,101]. In Figure 4(a), the second peak corresponds to partially activated fly ash, the third peak corresponds to fly ash with cavities/partly activated fly ash and the last peak corresponds to unreacted fly ash. The obtained results are also aligned with a previous study [20]. The Young’s modulus, thus obtained for the first peak (16.97 ± 3.8 GPa), correlates very well with the Young’s modulus of N-A-S-H reported in the literature [16,20,102] which confirms successful identification of the indentation points that correspond to N-A-S-H. Figure 4(b) shows variation of Young’s modulus for N-A-S-H with varying penetration depth corresponding to a representative indentation point. Average Young’s modulus in the penetration depth between 100-200 nm is computed. As evident from the plot, the Young’s modulus in the penetration depth range of 100-200 nm is invariant of the penetration depth and the surface effects are also avoided when such penetration depth is adopted.

Figure 4: (a) Histogram showing the distribution of Young’s modulus for geopolymer (fly ash-based) with de-convoluted peak for N-A-S-H; (b) Young’s modulus with varying depth of penetration for N-A-S-H

3.2.2 Evaluation of fracture toughness of N-A-S-H

While the indentations points corresponding to N-A-S-H were identified and distinguished from the total dataset in the previous section, this section uses load-penetration depth responses corresponding to those identified indentation points to evaluate the fracture toughness of N-A-S-H following principle of conservation of energy as explained in section 2.4. Figure 5 shows a representative load-penetration depth plot from nanoindentation performed in N-A-S-H. From load-penetration depth responses, the
fracture toughness is computed using equation 4 with $A_f$, obtained as 6.81 μm². The fracture toughness, thus obtained for N-A-S-H, is $15.18 \pm 1.9$ MPa-mm⁰.⁵ (or $0.485 \pm 0.06$ MPa-m⁰.⁵).

As noted in the literature [103–106], obtaining the true crack area is crucial in measuring the toughness using nanoindentation techniques. Here, the considered fracture area is less than the actual crack area since it does not consider the radial crack extensions beyond the contact area. To evaluate the influence of such radial crack extensions on the overall fracture area and obtained fracture toughness, an inverse analysis was performed using extended finite element method (please refer to the supplementary document Section A) where the lengths of the radial cracks during indentation were calculated. The analysis revealed that the length of the radial crack extensions is small and, such small radial cracks do not influence the calculated fracture toughness significantly. A difference of about 5% is observed in the obtained fracture toughness if the radial cracks are considered in the fracture area calculation. Hence, in case of nanoindentation experiments on quasi-brittle materials like N-A-S-H using Berkovich indenter, the length of radial crack extensions beyond the contact area is small and as such, the small radial crack extensions in quasi-brittle materials do not significantly affect the calculation of fracture toughness from indentation.

While experimentally obtained fracture toughness of fly ash-based geopolymer mortar has been reported to be in the range of 0.25-0.47 N-m⁰.⁵ [107,108], the values in the range of 0.6-0.9 N-m⁰.⁵ [109] for fracture toughness of geopolymer concrete have been experimentally obtained. Although, we need to keep in mind that geopolymer mortar and concrete are complex heterogeneous systems containing multiple phases such as N-A-S-H, pores, and fly ash in various forms including the unreacted and partially activated
phases besides those with cavities, coarse aggregates, fine aggregates and such heterogeneity prevents direct comparison of the aforementioned mortar/concrete results with the obtained fracture toughness of N-A-S-H despite apparent agreement. Hence, in order to evaluate the fundamental scientific viability of the obtained result, the forthcoming section evaluates the fracture toughness of N-A-S-H using reactive force field MD.

3.3 Molecular dynamics simulation to predict the fracture toughness of N-A-S-H

While the previous section evaluated the experimental fracture toughness of N-A-S-H gel, this section focusses on predicting the fracture of N-A-S-H gel using MD simulation. The subsequent sections demonstrate the methodology of N-A-S-H structure preparation, computation of fracture toughness from MD simulation, and results obtained from MD simulation along with a comparison against the experimental value.

3.3.1 Preparation of N-A-S-H structure

The sodium aluminosilicate glass is first prepared by following the melt-quench procedure [10,73,75,110]. The initial structure is constructed by randomly dispersing the Na, Al, Si, and O atoms (approximately 3800 atoms) in the simulation box (35.8 Å x 35.8 Å x 35.8 Å) with a minimum distance of 2 Å between each atom. The glass structure is prepared with Si/Al ratio equal to 2 and Na/Al ratio is kept as unity such that the negative charge caused due to the formation of [AlO₄]⁻ is neutralized by Na⁺ cations. The system is then equilibrated at 4000 K for 500 ps under a canonical (NVT) ensemble. The temperature of the system is then gradually decreased from 4000 K to 300 K in the isothermal isobaric (NPT) ensemble at zero pressure and a rate of 1 K/ps using NPT thermostat, ultimately leading to a glass structure at 300 K. This cooling rate has been successfully used to prepare glass structure [111,112]. The obtained structure is then further equilibrated in the NPT (zero pressure) and NVT ensembles, respectively, at 300K for 500 ps. To obtain the N-A-S-H structure from the glassy structure, a well-established Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulation [10,75,78,113,114] is implemented using a grand canonical ensemble (µVT) with a chemical potential µ equal to 0 eV to provide unlimited supply of water. The temperature during the GCMC is maintained equal to the system (i.e., 300 K).

In order to reasonably capture the realistic nature of the glass structure and its interaction with water, a reactive force field (ReaxFF) [75] is adopted, along with the charge equilibration method [115] with tolerance of 10⁻⁶. Please refer to supplementary material for more details on the reactive force field. The thermodynamic properties are integrated using the Verlet method [116] at a time-step of 0.5 fs. Nose-
Hoover [117,118] thermostat is also implemented to control the temperature in the NPT. In this study, MD simulation is carried out in an open-source package LAMMPS [119]. The chemical composition for N-A-S glass and N-A-S-H along with water content and density, are shown in Table 1. The computed density from MD simulation from N-A-S-H structure lies in the range from 1.8-2.1 $g/cm^3$, which is in line with the values obtained from experimental observations [73,120–122]. The water content in N-A-S-H lies within the realistic range of 15-20% reported in the literature [120].

Table 1: Chemical composition and density of constructed NAS glass and N-A-S-H structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>SiO$_2$ (wt %)</th>
<th>Al$_2$O$_3$ (wt %)</th>
<th>Na$_2$O (wt %)</th>
<th>Water content (wt %)</th>
<th>Density (g/cm$^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAS</td>
<td>59.45</td>
<td>25.22</td>
<td>15.33</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-A-S-H</td>
<td>49.37</td>
<td>20.94</td>
<td>12.73</td>
<td>16.95</td>
<td>2.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To shed more light on the realistic nature of the constructed N-A-S-H structure, the neutron pair distribution function [116,123,124] and structure factor [116,123,124] of the constructed N-A-SH structure is compared with the experimental observations reported in the literature [24,26]. While neutron pair distribution function evaluates the structural characteristics in the short-range order (< 3 Å), the structure factor helps to evaluate the medium-range order of the structure (3 Å < r < 10 Å). Figure 6 (a) and (b) shows the predicted as well as experimental neutron pair distribution function and structure factor respectively. Constructed structure shows good correlation with the experimental data in both short and medium-range order [23]. To quantify the difference between the simulated and experimental total pair distribution function (PDF) $g(r)$, the Wright factor ($R_w$) is calculated which is expressed as [125]:

$$R_w = \left[ \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(g(r_i) - g_{exp}(r_i))^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(g_{exp}(r_i))^2} \right]$$

[6]

where $g_{exp}(r_i)$ is the experimental total PDF. The $R_w$ value, obtained considering the PDF of the constructed N-A-S-H structure and the experimental data, is 7.8%. It is noted that $R_w$ value below 12% is considered to be acceptable as explained in the literature [125]. Thus, the quantified $R_w$ value provides confidence on the validity of the constructed structure of N-A-S-H in the short-range order.
3.3.2 Fracture simulation

In order to simulate the fracture behavior of N-A-S-H gel, a small initial crack is first incorporated in the N-A-S-H structure before applying uniaxial tensile loading. For fracture simulations of N-A-S-H structures, a bounding box of size 143 Å x 143 Å x 35.8 Å (~75000 atoms) is constructed by replicating the bounding box of size 35.8 Å x 35.8 Å x 35.8 Å in the x and y directions. Such a procedure is adopted to reduce the computational demand. Similar procedure has been successfully implemented in the literature [10,14,126]. A pre-existing flaw of size 43 Å x 10 Å x 35.8 Å is incorporated as shown in Figure 7. The initial crack is constructed by deleting the atoms inside the crack region while maintaining the system charge-neutrality. In this work, a crack/box ratio of 0.30 is maintained in the x-direction. Note that, while crack length can have significant effect on maximum stress achieved for the system, fracture energy is found to be independent of the crack length or system size using the present methodology [127,128]. A detailed analysis of system size and crack length effects has been done by Brochard et al [129] for materials with and without plastic deformations. In the present work, the uniaxial tensile deformation through progressive elongation at a strain rate of 0.001 ps\(^{-1}\) (or 10\(^3\)s\(^{-1}\)) is adopted with a time step of 0.5 fs, which is considered to be low enough for atomic restructuring mechanics to takes place in the stressed system, while maintaining computational tractability [71,73]. Similar strain rates are also adopted in MD simulations of similar materials [10,72,130,131]. To ensure that there is no initial stress, an NPT ensemble is used for equilibration. It is observed that the initial crack is maintained after the equilibration, and this ensures that the constructed initial crack is stable. It is to be noted that the crack length can significantly change the maximum stress obtained for the system. However, using the present methodology, crack
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Figure 6. (a) Pair distribution function and (b) structure factor of the N-A-S-H model, compared with the experimental data
length or system size has insignificant effects on fracture energy as demonstrated in [128]. Such detailed analysis for both brittle and ductile materials can be found in the literature by Brochard et al [129]. In other words, the fracture energy obtained using the methodology, presented in this paper, has been shown to be insensitive to initial flaw size and box size as shown in [128,129]. To simulate the tensile strain, elongation perpendicular to the initial crack is initiated. The tensile strain is increased until the crack is fully propagated. The entire fracture simulation is performed in the $NVT$ ensemble, where the temperature is controlled by a Nose-Hoover thermostat [117,118].

Figure 7. N-A-S-H structure with initial crack.

Under applied uniaxial tensile strain, the stress response for the fracture simulation for the N-A-S-H structure is shown in Figure 8 along with the state of crack propagation at different stages. It is observed that the stress is linearly increased with increasing strain till a strain of approximately 0.08. N-A-S-H structure also shows mild plastic behavior which resists sudden failure of structure after reaching the peak stress. Similar observation is also reported for CSH by Bauchy et al. [14].
To evaluate the fracture properties from MD simulation, the critical strain energy release rate ($G_c$) is derived based on the energetic theory of fracture mechanism [127,132–134], and the thermodynamics integration is imposed during crack propagation. The advantage of this approach is that no assumption is adopted on the fracture behavior of the material, and hence it is applicable to both brittle [127] and ductile materials [14,135]. In this approach, when the crack is initiated and propagated through the structure, the energy dissipation manifests as fracture energy. The fracture energy is correlated to the critical energy release rate ($G_c$) which correspond to the energy released per unit area of crack propagated. The expression for critical energy release rate is expressed using thermodynamics integration as [127,129]:

$$
G_c = \frac{L_x L_z}{\Delta A} \int_{L_y0}^{L_y max} \sigma_y dL_y
$$  \[7\]

where $\Delta A = 2L_z \Delta \alpha$; $L_z$ denotes thickness of the bounding box i.e. 35.8 Å, $\Delta \alpha$ is the length of the crack after it is fully propagated, $\sigma_y$ is the average stress due to applied uniaxial tensile strain in y direction, and $L_x$, $L_y$ and $L_z$ are the dimension of the bounding box in x, y and z directions respectively. $y_0$ and $y_{max}$ correspond to the initial dimension along y axis before application of strain and final dimension when the crack is fully propagated, respectively. The above formulation can be directly correlated to the Griffith theory of fracture [132]. To address the plastic deformations and the overlapping of the plastic zones at the periodic boundaries of repetitive unit cells, the fracture area is modified as follows[127]:

$$
\Delta A_{ef f} = \Delta A - \frac{L_2 tr pt}{2}
$$  \[8\]
Where $r_{pl}$ is the length of plasticity zone which is expressed as follows as per Dugdale-Barenblatt formula[136–138]:

$$r_{pl} = \frac{\pi}{8} \left( \frac{K_{IC}}{\sigma_{pt}} \right)^2$$  \[9\]

where $\sigma_{pt}$ is the plastic yield stress of the material. A similar methodology has also been adopted in the literature for silica glass [126,128] and Calcium Silicate Hydrate (CSH) [14]. The relationship between critical stress intensity factor ($K_{1C}$) and $G_c$ for isotropic materials as per the Irwin’s formula [133,139] is given as:

$$K_{1C} = \sqrt{\frac{G_c \times E}{1 - v^2}}$$  \[10\]

where $E$ is the Young’s modulus of the material, and $v$ is the Poisson’s ratio, obtained from MD simulation of a pristine molecular structure of N-A-S-H. For such simulation, a bounding box size of 143 Å x 143 Å x 35.8 Å was constructed without any preexisting flaw. The bounding box was subjected to uniaxial tensile deformation through progressive elongation at a strain rate of 0.001 ps$^{-1}$ (or 10$^9$s$^{-1}$) with a time step of 0.5 fs and the tensile stress-strain response was obtained. From the corresponding stress-strain plot, the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio are computed. For calculation of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, the stress-strain response up to a strain of 0.1 is considered which is well within the linear elastic regime. Using the linear regression method, the slope of the stress-strain plot (up to a strain of 0.1) is computed which is adopted as the Young’s Modulus of N-A-S-H. On the other hand, the Poisson’s ratio is obtained by obtaining the slope from the lateral strain vs longitudinal tensile strain relationship. The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, thus obtained from MD simulation, are 20.1 GPa and 0.22 respectfully which correlates well with the experimental values reported earlier in this paper. Similar methodology has been successfully implemented towards MD-based fracture toughness prediction of calcium silicate hydrate (CSH) by Bauchy et al. [14]. It needs to be noted that the precise composition of N-A-S-H, used for experimental evaluation in this study, is not known which makes a direct comparison between the simulated and experimental fracture toughness values of N-A-S-H challenging. While it is certain that alkaline activation of fly ash, as explained in section 2.1, leads to formation of significant amount of N-A-S-H (volume of N-A-S-H was found to be about 45% in the hardened geopolymer paste as obtained using segmentation of a significant number of high resolution SEM images in a previous
publication [20]), good correlation between experimental and simulated short-/medium-range order of N-A-S-H (please refer to Figure 6) indicates realistic nature of constructed molecular structure of N-A-S-H. In addition, the water content in the constructed molecular structure of N-A-S-H lies within the realistic range of 15-20% reported in the literature [120]. Although the exact composition of experimentally formed N-A-S-H is unknown, in the light of the above-mentioned facts, the simulated fracture toughness from MD simulation can be considered comparable to the experimental fracture toughness of N-A-S-H.

Using the aforementioned methodology (Equation 10), the mode-I fracture toughness of the N-A-S-H gel is obtained as 0.43 MPa m^{0.5}, which correlates well with the experimental fracture toughness of 0.485 ± 0.06 MPa-m^{0.5}. To further evaluate the fracture response of N-A-S-H, the brittleness/ductility behavior is evaluated by computing the brittleness index (B). The brittleness index is calculated following the procedure detailed in the literature [14], where it is expressed as $B = \frac{2\gamma_s}{G_c}$. The term $\gamma_s$ refers to the surface energy. The brittleness index for N-A-S-H is found to be 0.51 which is lower than the value of 0.62 reported for C-S-H [14], suggesting that N-A-S-H structure exhibits more ductility compared to C-S-H in nanoscale.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This study presents the evaluation of the fracture toughness of the N-A-S-H gel in fly ash-based geopolymers from the nanoindentation experiment and MD simulations. N-A-S-H gel was synthesized using alkaline activation of fly ash with NaOH. Pore size distribution in the geopolymer paste has been investigated using mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP). Based on the MIP data, the majority of the pores in size ranges from 0 µm to 2 µm contributes the most to the total porosity. For nanomechanical property evaluation, total 1225 indentations were performed in a 35 x 35 grid from which a frequency distribution plot of Young’s modulus was formed. In the frequency distribution plot, four distinct peaks were observed and the first peak with the lowest Young’s modulus was identified to belong to N-A-S-H. The following conclusions can be drawn from the study.

- The Young’s modulus, obtained from N-A-S-H correlates very well the values reported in the literature which confirms successful identification of indentation points corresponding to N-A-S-H. Based on the principle of conservation of energy, the fracture toughness of N-A-S-H is evaluated from the load-penetration depth response and thus a value of is 0.485 ± 0.06 MPa-m^{0.5} obtained which is found to be in the same order as the fracture toughness of geopolymer mortar and concrete available in the literature.
To shed more light on the scientific viability of the obtained fracture toughness, fracture toughness of N-A-S-H gel is simulated using reactive force field MD.

The simulated fracture toughness of N-A-S-H shows an excellent correlation with the experimental value obtained from nanoindentation experiments.

Such good correlation also reinforces the fact that the radial cracks extending beyond the indenter corners do not significantly influence the fracture toughness of N-A-S-H. Note that the direct observation of radial crack growth during indentation is challenging due to the presence of multiple micro-cracks and pores of sub-micron size in the heterogenous microstructure of geopolymers. As such, there are significant scopes of improvement for future studies regarding:

(i) appropriate estimation of fracture area based on accurate visualization of microcracks during nanoindentation; (ii) consideration of all the possible mechanisms during indentation such as shear flow, local densification etc. and (iii) influence of creep and plasticity at the nanoscale to further bridge the knowledge gaps. Moreover, the fracture toughness of N-A-S-H gel, evaluated here using nanoindentation experiment and MD simulation, can be used as starting point towards multiscale simulation-based design of fly ash-based geopolymers for enhanced performance.
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